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Rising Positron Fraction with energy 
cut-off at Dark Matter particle mass,

envisioned ~30 years ago, as 
smoking gun for Dark Matter searches

[Tylka 1989, Turner and Wilczek, 1990]



First hint of a rising positron fraction >20 year old!
ü HEAT 1997

ü Pamela 2009

ü Fermi 2010

ü AMS 2013, 2015,…



PSRs work perfectly well

Linden and Profumo, Astrophys.J. 772 (2013) 18

only one (not-so) free parameter!

New
data



* Abeysekara et al 2017



* Abeysekara et al 2017





My key problem: (while writing numerous papers on the 
dark matter interpretation) I have a >decade-old emotional 

attachment to the pulsar interpretation, that named names…



Key observational result: angular surface brightness

Gamma-ray energies as large as 20 TeV à e+e- as energetic as 100 TeV

100 TeV is deep in KN regime for starlight
à only relevant photons: CMB



Inferred diffusion coefficients:

…versus ISM diffusion coefficient (GALPROP, AMS-02…)

…thus the inferred diffusion coefficient is 100-500 times smaller
than the ISM effective value!



* Abaysekara et al (HAWC Coll.) 2017



* Abaysekara et al (HAWC Coll.) 2017



Is this conclusion plausible?

Very probably NO. 
Two key arguments:

1. Lifetime of TeV electrons is short:

We observe directly CR electrons with energies >20 TeV

for HAWC Diff.Coeff., this means a source within 10-20 pc.
Such a source however doesn’t exist!

* Profumo et al, 2018; Hooper and Linden 2017



Very probably NO. 
Two key arguments:

2. Models of CR emission predict inefficient diffusion near sources

* Malkov et al 2012, Nava et al 2016, D’Angelo et al 2018

Alfven waves generated by cosmic rays induce a 
net force that suppresses diffusion near the sites of 
cosmic-ray acceleration and, more generally, where 

cosmic-ray fluxes are larger;
A few other possibilities (see e.g. Evoli’s talk)

Is this conclusion plausible?



What happens to the local electron flux
if indeed diffusion is not homogeneous?

*Profumo, Reynoso, Kaaz, Silverman PRD 2018



*Profumo, Reynoso, Kaaz, Silverman PRD 2018

What happens to the local electron flux
if indeed diffusion is not homogeneous?

“HAWC” 
(inefficient) 

diffusion

“GALPROP” 
(efficient) 
diffusion



*Profumo, Reynoso, Kaaz, Silverman PRD 2018

What happens to the local electron flux
if indeed diffusion is not homogeneous?



“Swiss Cheese” Galactic Cosmic-Ray Diffusion



“Swiss Cheese” Galactic Cosmic-Ray Diffusion

PWN
PWN

PWN

Inefficient diffusion, D~1026 cm2/s

efficient diffusion, D~1028 cm2/s

Free
streaming



How can we test inhomogeneous diffusion?
Does it matter, globally on Galactic scales?

Estimate the volume of regions of inefficient diffusion

How big is a PWN as a function of time?

* Abdalla et al 2017



* Abdalla et al 2017



…but of course the (ATNF) sample is incomplete… 
(beaming+detectability)

…and we don’t know when PWN run out of steam…

*Profumo, Reynoso, Kaaz, Silverman 2018



so, does this matter?
well, the time spent in inefficient diffusion pockets is 

potentially much larger than volume ratios!

*Profumo, Reynoso, Kaaz, Silverman 2018

Thus, tPWN ~ tISM and cosmic rays should illuminate
bubbles of inefficient diffusion!



…OK, but how can we test this?

*Profumo, Reynoso, Kaaz, Silverman 2018

if a large fraction of CR electrons are trapped in inefficient 
diffusion pockets, those pockets will be illuminated by 

energy-loss radiative processes (radio, IC, brems)

theta ranges from few degrees to 0.1 degrees

can use any frequency from radio (with additional 
B uncert.) to X-ray to gamma rays

Can use simple angular power spectrum, or 
wavelet transforms, Poissonian noise analysis



* Fornasa et al 2018





Where else can we test the “Swiss Cheese” Hypothesis? 



Ackermann et al 2017



Karwin et al 2019



Karwin et al 2019



Do et al 2020, to appear



Do et al 2020, to appear



Do et al 2020, to appear



Do et al 2020, to appear



Ø No physical reason for galactic cosmic-ray diffusion to be
spatially homogeneous

Ø Circumstantial evidence for pockets of inefficient diffusion 
from HAWC PWNe observations

Ø Testable in the Milky Way

Ø Potentially indirectly testable in outer galaxies (M31)

Ø Important implications for diffuse gamma-ray emission models


